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Outer Burial Container Price List 

Effective 11/2/2021 

In most areas of the country, no state or local law makes you buy a container to surround the 

casket in the grave.  However, many cemeteries ask that you have such a container so that the 

grave will not sink in.  Either a grave liner or a burial vault will satisfy these requirements. 

 

Steel Outer Containers 

PREMIUM PROTECTION 
 

CLARK STANDARD 12 GAUGE SOLID COPPER $13,900 

solid copper throughout, 88 ounces copper per square foot  

 

STANDARD PROTECTION 
 

PORCELAIN ENAMELED STEEL    $3,500 

Glass fused coating is applied inside and out and fired;  

creating a classic, nearly impervious finish      

 

7 GAUGE GALVANIZED STEEL    $ 3,200 

four times the lasting protection of 12 gauge steel 

 

 

10 GAUGE GALVANIZED STEEL    $2,885 

 three times the lasting protection of 12 gauge steel    

 

10 GAUGE STANDARD STEEL    $1,950 

 treated with a baked-on finish and special top coating 



 

BASIC PROTECTION 
 

12 GAUGE STANDARD STEEL    $1,385 

 Treated with a baked-on finish and special top coating 

 

BASIC STEEL GRAVE LINER 

METAL BOX       $950 

 

EXTENDED WIDTH OUTER CONTAINERS 

12 GAUGE STANDARD STEEL EXTENDED WIDTH $2,350 

     Accomodates Extended Width Caskets up to 32” 

METAL BOX EXTENDED WIDTH   $1,495 

 Accomodates Extended Width Caskets up to 32” 

 

Concrete Outer Containers 

PREMIUM PROTECTION 
Wilbert's premium burial vaults provide excellent durability with superior long-lasting protection against subsoil 

elements and the weight of heavy cemetery maintenance equipment. The Wilbert Bronze® provides ultimate triple-

reinforced protection. The Bronze Triune® and Copper Triune® vaults provide double-reinforced protection. 

BRONZE TRIUNE    $6,400 

 

COPPER TRIUNE    $5,500 

 

STANDARD PROTECTION 
High-strength concrete, stainless steel, and high-impact plastic combine for durable inner protection in our middle-

of-the-line double-reinforced products.  Double-reinforcement provides the casket with superior long-lasting 

protection against subsoil elements and the weight of heavy cemetery maintenance equipment. 

SST TRIUNE     $4,150 

VETERAN TRIUNE   $4,150 

CAMEO ROSE TRIUNE   $4,150 

BASIC PROTECTION 
Basic protection burial vaults are single-reinforced and feature concrete construction combined with plastic-

reinforcement for strength.  Provides casket with protection against subsoil elements and the weight of heavy 

cemetery maintenance equipment. 

 

VENETIAN     $3,095 

CONTINENTAL    $2,550 

MONTICELLO    $1,895 

BASIC CONCRETE GRAVE LINER 

CONCRETE BOX    $1,500 


